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1.

Introduction

The subroutines included in this paper were developed for use in the
Terminal Phase Subprocessor (TPS) and Gemini Computer Checklist Processor (GCCP).

It was found that a given block of equations or a

combination of blocks were repeated throughout the logic flow of the

TPS and GCCP.

For this express reason, the seven following subroutines

were written.

They are:

and APPLY.

COORD, ROTATE, RELPOS, RANRAT, EMPULS, ROUND,

In most instances, output from one subroutine is fed directly

as input into another.

The AEG, the discussion of which will be found

in Ref. 1, is utilized by the TPS and GCCP as an orbital ephemeris generator; the orbital elements obtained from the AEG will be used to compute
the various display parameters.
2.

Discussion of Subroutine COORD

This subroutine's only function is to convert orbital elements into earth
centered inertial coordinates and velocity components.

This will enable

the TPS and the GCCP to do the following:
o

Compute the relative position of one vehicle in the other vehicle's

coordinate system (The coordinate systems will be discussed in 3.0)
by calling subroutine ROTATE.

o

Compute range rate by calling subroutine RANRAT.

o

Compute orbital elements after an impulsive maneuver by calling subroutine APPLY.

It should be stated that inertial velocity components are not always required each time this subroutine is called; therefore by setting a control
number external to this subroutine, the inertial velocity computations may
be omitted.

It should also be pointed out that the output from this sub-

routine is not dimensioned; therefore the output corresponds to the vehicle
whose elements were input.

The proper vehicle is obtained by carrying its

identification number from the main program into the subroutine.
2.1

Input for COORD

-~-2.

2.1.1 The constant input for COORD is u(earth's gravitational constant).
2.1.2

2.2

Variable input
a

semimajor axis

e

eccentricity

I

inclination

g

argument of perigee

h

longitude of ascending node

U

argument of latitude

R

radius from center of earth

L

vehicle for which the above elements are inputs

Kio

control number for computing inertial velocity components

Output

inertial coordinates for the input

Xone Yayo 2ry

vehicle

inertial velocity components for the

Xone Yaye Zr

input vehicle

3.

Discussion of Subroutine ROTATE

Prior to the discussion of this subroutine, it is well to define the target centered and spacecraft centered orthogonal coordinate system.

The

target centered system is composed of a positive Y axis pointing radially
away from the center of the earth, the positive X axis opposite the direc-

tion of motion and the positive Z forming a right handed coordinate system.
For the spacecraft system, positive X and Y are opposite that of the target
system and again the positive Z forms a right handed system.

Simply stated, this subroutine computes the relative position of one vehicle
with respect to the other vehicle's coordinate system.

in the following manner:

This is accomplished

Assume that the relative position of the spacecraft

with respect to the target's coordinate system is desired.

First, the iner-

tial coordinates (Xa Yin? Zr) of the spacecraft are determined by using
Subroutine COORD.

Then this information along with the orbital elements
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(I, h, U, R) of the target and the control number (L) for the coordinate

ey2ga ae

system that is to be used (L = 1 for the target coordinate system and
L = 2 for the spacecraft coordinate system) is inserted into ROTATE.
ROTATE will then compute the relative position of the spacecraft with
respect to the target coordinate system.

This procedure can be reversed

therefore, obtaining the relative position of the target with respect
to the spacecraft coordinate system.

The main program will use the output from ROTATE in the following man-

ner:
o

To determine the phase angle between the spacecraft and target,
measured in the target orbital plane.

eR wee

t

o

To determine positions to be used in the guidance equations by
calling RELPOS.

o

To determine range rate by calling RANRAT.
Input for ROTATE

3.1

3.1.1

There are no constant variables to be input into ROTATE

3.1.2

Variable inputs
I

inclination

h

longitude of ascending node

U

argument of latitude

R

radius from center of earth

L

vehicle coordinate system

Xan? Yon ZN

inertial coordinates of vehicle to
be rotated

3.2

Output
Xen? Yew 2er,

relative position of rotated vehicle
in the other vehicle's coordinate system

4.

Discussion of Subroutine RELPOS

Prior to the discussion of this subroutine, the technique by which the onboard computer obtains proper relative positions between the spacecraft and

o Vw

target will be outlined.

The spacecraft radar measures the range and the

sine of the relative aximuth and elevation angles between the two vehicles.

This data is then converted into relative positions of the target measured
in the spacecraft coordinate system.

lize the target coordinate system.

The guidance equations, however, uti-

Therefore, the assumption is made that

the proper relative positions may be obtained by the following expression:
Xp

100
_

X

Yop =|0

1

0

Yo

2m

0-1

2s,

0

Note:

The subscript T denotes the target

.
coordinate system and subscript S

denotes spacecraft coordinate system.

RELPOS is used to generate the radar data in the following manner:
The relative position of the target with respect to the spacecraft system
is determined in ROTATE.

The output from ROTATE is then inserted into RELPOS.

The azimuth, elevation, and range are then computed in RELPOS.

Utilizing

this calculated data and the above transformation, the information necessary for the guidance equations is established.

The guidance equations utilizes a series of positions.

Therefore, for a

given maneuver, this subroutine must be called several times.

Since it is

not the intention to elaborate on the guidance equations (see 5.) it will
suffice to say that the output from this subroutine must be stored according
This number is set in the main program and

to an identification number.
carried into this subroutine.
4.1

Input for RELPOS

4.1.1 The constant input for RELPOS is R, (Target radius from the center
of the earth to be used in the guidance equations).

This input may be

changed during the flight.
4.1.2

Variable Input

Xen? Yer? 2pr,

relative position of the target in the spaceeraft coordinate system

K

103

identification number for the output from this
subroutine

C

2
103

simulated radar measurements of the
103

relative position of the target in

the spacecraft system
5.

Discussion of Subroutine RANRAT

At various stages throughout the logic of the main program, the need
occurs for the computation of the rate of change of the range between

the two vehicles.

It is needed not only for display, but also for ob-

taining solutions for other displays.

The basis of this subroutine is derived from the expresion for range
rate in terms of relative position as found on page 5 of Ref. 2.

As

shown on this page, range rate is a function of both relative position
and velocity.

It has been shown from paragraph 3 (ROTATE) that the relative position
may be found at any instant.
from paragraph 2 (COORD).

The inertial velocities may also be found

Therefore, RANRAT calls COORD and ROTATE in

order to establish the inertial velocities of both vehicles and the
relative position of the spacecraft in the target coordinate system.
The inertial velocities are then rotated from the inertial frame to the
target frame. It should be noted that ROTATE may only be used for displacement; therefore, another matrix must be used for the rotation of

velocities.

The inertial relative velocity components, defined as vy

Vy Vy on page 4 of Ref. 2, can then be determined by taking the difference between the rotated inertial velocity components. Using the

above information, range rate is then computed.
5-1

Input for RANRAT
The constant input for RANRAT is/Mearth's gravitation constant)

51.2

Variable Input
semimajor axis

eccentricity

mH

inclination
argument of perigee

r

oO

5.1.1

longitude of ascending node

-6Ry,

radius from center of earth

U

argument of latitude

Kio2

control number for computing inertial velocity
components

L

5.2

vehicle coordinate system

Output
r

range

r

range rate

Kaye Yayo 2 oy
5.3

5.3.1

spacecraft inertial coordinates

Constant and Variable Input Required for

COORD
a, 6, I, g, h, U, Ris Kops Kio7

5.3.2 ROTATE
I,

5.3.3

h,

U,;

Ris

L

For comphete symbol definition for 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 see sections

2. and 3.
6.

Discussion of Subroutine EMPULS

This subroutine functions as one of the most important parts of the TPS
and GCCP logic.

Its duty is to compute the terminal phase maneuvers

exactly the same as the onboard computer.

The equations and technique

may be found in Ref. 33; however, a brief discussion of the operational
procedure will be included here.

For the initial impulse, 11 data points (the output from RELPOS) are
collected at 100 second intervals.

Using the first and last data point

and the time between the two points, the actual relative velocity at the

last point is computed.

This is repeated using the second and last, third

and last, etc. until seven relative velocities have been computed.

The

average of the seven is assumed to be the actual relative velocity at the
last data point.

Having the position and velocity, the position at a

point 250 seconds ahead in time is predicted.

Considering this new point

as the last data point, the procedure previously described is repeated

to obtain the relative velocity at this new point.

From this point, the

-7velocity needed to rendezvous within a given transfer angle is computed.
The difference between the actual relative velocity and that which is
needed is the impulse to be applied by the astronaut.
For intermediate corrections, seven measurements are made at 20 second
intervals starting 200 seconds after the midpoint of the initial burn.
After some predetermined target angular travel, a final data point is

collected.

The actual relative velocity and the relative velocity needed

to rendezvous within a resultant transfer angle are then computed simi-

The only exception is that

lar to procedure used for the initial impulse.
there is no predicting ahead for 250 seconds.

This is only done for the

initial impulse.

The next intermediate correction is computed starting 200 seconds from
the time that the last data point was collected.

The same procedure is

followed in computing all of the intermediate corrections.

At the time

of the last intermediate correction which is determined by some preset
minimum value for the target angular travel between this correction and
the time of rendezvous, the magnitude of the braking is computed.

The proper number of data points are entered into EMPULS from the main
program along with a control number.

This control number determines

whether the maneuver is an intermediate correction or the initial impulse.
The logic is set to function as was described for the operational procedure.

Output is used for displays and for input into the Subroutine

APPLY which will be described later.

.

6.1 Input for EMPULS
6.1.1

The constant inputs for EMPULS are:

o st(earth's gravitational constant)
o

The following constants may be changed in flight.

wt

target central travel angle between terminal phase

initiation and rendezvous
Awt

target central travel angle between intermediate

corrections
Ry

target radius for use in the guidance equations

target orbital period

-8.

smallest transfer angle for which an intermediate

Wtoiv

correction will be made

6.1.2

Variable input

Te Iae i ey ae A ee Ga ee

Xoo Yn,

’

simulated radar measurements of relative

Z

position of the spacecraft in the target

ov

coordinate system
control number which determines whether

Koo

the maneuver is an initial or intermediate
impulse

identification number for the last data

Kios

point

6.2

Output

thrust components to be applied by the

AX, AY, AZ

spacecraft

AXx,, AY; AZ,

initial thrust components

AV,

initial thrust vector

A Xp AYas AZ,

final thrust components

AV.F

final thrust vector

7.

Discussion of Subroutine ROUND

For display purposes, the attitude angles and impulses, initial and final,

are to be rounded off the nearest fps and degree.

This is due to the fact

that the astronaut would not be able to hold his attitude closer than one
degree nor apply a thrust closer than one fps.

this.

Subroutine ROUND accomplishes

If angles are used, they must be in degrees; if only two variables

are required to be rounded, a dummy variable must be inserted as this sub-

routine is designed to round off three variables each time it is called.

7.1

Variable inputs for Subroutine ROUND are Qi» Qo» and Q3 which are three

variables to be rounded off.

7.2

Output

The outputs are Q> Qos and Q, which are the inputs that were rounded off.

« 9 in
8.

Discussion of Subroutine APPLY

The function of this subroutine is to impart an impulsive thrust (computed
in EMPULS) to the spacecraft in order to obtain the new set of orbital

elements.

This is accomplished in the following way:

The inertial coordi-

nates and velocity components are obtained at the time of the impulse.

The

thrust components to be applied by the spacecraft are then rotated to the

inertial reference frame.

The new thrust components are added to the pre-

sent inertial velocity components.

The program now has the inertial co-

ordinates and velocity after an impulsive maneuver.

These may then be

converted to the orbital elements compatible with the AEG by the equations

presented in Appendix D of Ref. 4.
8.1

Input for APPLY

8.1.1

The constant input for APPLY is(earth's gravitational constant)

8.1.2

Variable Input
AX, AY, AZ

impulse to be applied to spacecraft measured
in spacecraft coordinate system

Xry Yon? Zr

spacecraft inertial coordinates

Xaye Yoyo 2ry

spacecraft inertial velocity components prior
to the impulse

spacecraft vehicle number

ae

& mM

HO

The following refer to spacecraft orbital elements prior to the impulse:
semimajor axis

eccentricity
inclination
argument of perigee
longitude of ascending node
mean anomaly

argument of latitude

<i inline i ch inemammhndagi

L

8.2

Output

The following refer to the spacecraft elements after the impulse and

Gary

em

HO

are defined above:
oe

a Ee Ngee ieee) eee See
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Subroutine COORD

9.

Detailed Flow Charts

SUBROUTINE GoeRD

INPUT/OUTPYT

'

%,¢,T, 9,h, U, R., Xxn» Yrn, Zn, L, Xqn, Yon , Zin ' Kio ue

Xen = Ros U_CoSh, -COST, SIN U, SIN ns
Yon ® n[eos U, SIN, +COST, SIN U, COS ne] .
Zw = Re SIN U. SIN I,

Seas” a,(ne
t) [(ceveoe4) sing. cosh,-cosT, Sinn,cosg,)sinosg.coshcossinh, sin]
(-e7
You(A
yyy
, [eceoetl-singa stncost cosh, COsg,)-SiNFén8p,SNh,+cos, cosh,SINg]
a(i-et

Xyz, | | ectcost sin, cosy, sine sind,SIN
a,(I-eF)

RETURN

ENO

PASE OF PAGES | |

SEE

A AOE MRS

9.2 Subroutine ROTATE
SUBROUTING

= 12 =
ROTATE INPUT/oUT PUT

Th, U, R,, Xen Yon Zyl, eis Vers Zar
eT

[x*

cosuL SINU, Of}

1

0

o

Yau =|-SINU, Cos U, of

O COST, SINI,|

Za

O -SINI, Cost,

°

o

861;

COSh, SINhK, O]]

Xiy

|-SINh, COSh, O]]

Yan

0

o

1]

Zon

PAGE |oF |PAGES

ee

Subroutine RE

SUBRSUTINE RELPOS iwPur/outeur
Xerr Yar» Zar, Ry Xen Ye, Ze K
1o 3

eres ae ee

9.3

103,

{o3

a
of = TAN” (- Bar)
Kau

r =f/x2
x2+ YrYaz?
+ zt

Xe

|

Kiog

=rcos 7Cos%

veK es = rsin (n-rcesh)

2Ry

cos (rcosh)

ZRy

Be K

= Vr SIN ~COSN
log

———__t
RETURN

END

FAGS

oF

PAGES

9.4

Subroutine RANRAT

“14.
SUBROUTINE

RANRAT

3% I, 9, h, Ru, U, Kiet 6 HAL aap Yew Be

COOR

€¢,59,h, 4, Ri, Xen enw By Seas Sears Yews
Ci Kie

FVKP + (Yer Ye)(Baar Bp)?
Pa (xy Xp X= &,) + CVEVIC Ve) + C
A 7 apr 27 #e)

9.5

Subroutine EMPULS_
SUBROUTINE EMPucs

INeUt/ouT PUT,

Xe Ye, Ze, Wt, Kwe, A wt, Keo, Rp, AX, AY, AZ, AVe,
AX

OX, Az,

Ave, AX, AYr,

P

Al, 02,,,,

Kies

N

Rec = Ry+ Ye

Az,,

.

Kio = |

t,,= /000.

At = 100,

W) (Xe =1o7
Xe

) SINGItL+ 2Ye,,

los

(1~ Cos wt, ) + Yex, <Gut, sinwt,-14(I-Coswt,,)

107

oO

3wty SINWE,, -8(1-Cos wt, )
Ww \2(Ke ~ ke, ) (t-Cos wt, ) + Yenet4 SiNduty_- Fue, )+ Ye, (3wt,Cos wg,- #51 wty,)
los-

.

1o7

AF ner

Kyo7

3 wtx, SIN Wt, - 8 (1-COS Wt, )
CoS aw

Rey

SIN w tre

los

- Be
te

Riot

oF PAGES

Kiog = 2

tr = 1250

4t\4= 250

Xe

= Ke,

“Kios

Kies

+ BAY SAG(OK2%) + SIN wt, (4 A Keer 6%
&

Kiog

Kies

2Za %08 wat, t

x.“Kies=4 Xe- SMact
20x, COS wAt,. it (z
(Zak,Fact - 3 Vex, t 4 yner SIN wAt iT
z Ck ise = Fay Oe wat. + Se
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9.6

Subroutine ROUND
SuBRevTiIVE ROUND INeUT/ouTEUT
Q2,

Qs

(Vv

Qa, ’

(o7

lo7

RETURN

END

~

PASE OF PAGES

9.7
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Subroutine APPLY
SUBROUTINE APPLY

iNeuT/oUT Pur

Areas Vers Zoggs Mere: Yen s Bays e, Is*F. h, 4, U, L, Ak, AY, Az, oa”

4
AXzy

COShL-SINK, O|

AYrn “{SINKL CoSh, O|

Az

©

Oo

|!

9

)

=

©

CosUL-SINU, O

SINU_COSU, O

O COSI_-SINE,

IyJo SINT, COST,

°

o

* Xan t AX

feeerahy

|

2 : Z,,74 Zan
\

Von? Xtut Yon t Brn
!

R=

Vx

intYn t 220
;

aEy
¥)

ee
Qio = Yin ZIN - Zon Yon

Qy * Zxy Xow ~ Xzy Zan

Qiz = Xray Yen - Yaw Xzn

-

2

etl] Gree HTS

T= TAN

/{-S&e

+ Qe

PAGE OF PAGES

U.= TAN”! “Qi Qia Xgn -Q, Qn Yow + Zan (ai,

+ Qi)

(a, Xn tQig Yon J Q* + Qy + ar,

|

Qiy= Xan Xan t Yin Ven * Zan Zan

Qe = Qe Qy. (Qis Xv - Qu Xrw) tQy Qi (Qs Yon -Qy Yon) +(G+Q5) @a Bry Q,22J

ae + a

Ver rar

*

9,5 TANT!

¥

B
a

|

Que )

Qis

=

=

Qe

Qis

sisihedenaahnctbansmp antennaestoestamtCtat mai,

VA

Q= U,- [2 SINU_- Q, Cos us [e+ 2@pCOSU+Q, SIN uv)|

PAGE [OF PAGES

L,> Qn - Te

RETURN

4
END
*
. NOTE: DOUBLE PRECISION SHOULD BE EMPLOYED FOR GOOD RESULTS.
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